The right to a world class education is the birth right of
EVERY child. TGES Mission Statement
9 May 2019
Dear SNK parents,
This brief circular about school and unit locations precedes a more detailed one that will
soon follow. The next circular will carry full details about school schedules and other
information regarding the coming academic year 2019-20. Please do not make Transport
arrangements till you have all the information.
Please note the following :
SCHOOL and UNIT LOCATIONS 2019-20
SNK PREPRIMARY 2019-20
PreK : All SNK PreK will be at Savani
K1 : All SNK K1 will be at SNK Juniors
K2 : All SNK K2 will be at SNK Juniors
- Preprimary locations are based on the most developmentally appropriate locations for
each group of children.
- Each unit at a single location will permit more effective supervision and use of human and
material resources. This is a critical need for the coming year. See the note regarding Best
Teachers below.
- PreK at Savani means less travel time for a majority of our youngest students. Please note
that transport for PreK is a paid service. PreK students will be at SNK Juniors next year in
K1 and they must pay for transport at that time as well. They are not part of the free
transport arrangements that we are currently offering K1and K2 classes of 2019-20.
- K1 and K2 at SNK Juniors are all offered Free School Bus Transport. K2 for 2019-20 only.
K1 for 19-20 and 20-21 as long as they are at SNK Juniors.
- There are no preprimary classes at SNKEast or West.
SNK PRIMARY & HIGH SCHOOL
STD 1-6 : SNK WEST
STD 7-12 : SNK EAST
DENSITY AND REIMAGINING SPACE
We are continuing to attempt a reduction in density, ie the total number of students in
SNKEast and SNKWest, so that we can add more specialised facilities. With your
understanding and support, we will be able to incorporate several much-needed and unique
learning spaces over the next few years.
GANTAR & OCCUPATIONAL LEARNING
We have been able to build two small Greenhouses and are now planning an expansion of
our Guidance & Counselling Centre and TGES Multimedia Studios. Additionally, as we seek
to add daily Yoga for all students, we are creating spaces for Wellness & Mindfulness. Also
likely in the coming year, space for Food Science to teach culinary arts and nutrition.

BEST TEACHERS REACH EVERY STUDENT : HYBRID SCHEDULES
School schedules are being crafted, and spaces and locations assigned, so as to take
maximum advantage of all resources. One of the major targets this year is to leverage and
organise the time of our best teachers so that the most effective teaching reaches EVERY
student. This will mean rethinking how and when we schedule learning time. Not to think of
absolutes, that is either this or that. But to discover optimum hybrid solutions. Please await
more details in the next circular.
Again, thank you for your support. Without your understanding, we would not be able to do
all that we do in making SNK an outstanding place of learning.
Yours sincerely,
Kiran Bhalodia
TGES Director
On behalf of Trustees

Call Centre Details:
Email : talktotges@tges.org
SMS : Type "TGES" followed by a space, then your message and send to +919909998393
Call : +919909998400 (Timings: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm - Monday to Friday; 7:00 am to 5:00 pm - Saturdays and School

